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“Setting a World Record” by Andria Sallese was a finalist in the 2021 Accenti “Capture an
Italian Moment” Photo Contest.

Features

 

HISTORY 

 

Review of Italian Immigration in the

American West 

by Lawrence DiStasi

In this carefully researched and engaging book, Kenneth

Scambray surveys the lives and contributions of Italian

immigrants in thirteen western America states. More...

REVIEW 

 

The Drama of Caravaggio 

by John Morris

Frutkin has a gift for writing about visual art, focusing on

the way an artist sees the world and how that world is

brought to life with pigment, brush and an inner

vision.  More...

EXHIBIT 

 

The Quiet Immigrant Project 

by Laura Libralato

A new exhibit coming this April to the JD Carrier Art

Gallery at the Columbus Centre in Toronto will pay tribute

to the brave Italian women, “femmine forti,” who

immigrated to Canada after World War II. More...

Sponsored by

Writings

 

Long Haul to Napoli 
by Polly Phokeev

Somewhere around November, Jonas got really into

trucking. Not actual trucking, not driving an eighteen-

wheeler twenty-five days a month and making pit stops at

highway diners, but a sort of truck-driving simulator

where he hooked up a steering wheel controller to the

desktop monitor and stressed...  More...

 

The Son She Never Had 

by Robert T Norton

 Luca inhaled deeply and then parked his cigarette in the

ashtray. He turned to me, wearing a very decisive

expression and said: “You know…” He paused. “…You are

the son she never had.” “What do you mean?” I asked

him pointedly. “You know it, the good son, the one she

had always hoped for... More...

 

Under the Shadow of Mortality: Review of

Dying Times by Darlene Madott 

by Michael Mirolla

 Darlene Madott’s latest book of fiction, her eighth, might

be titled Dying Times, but it’s really all about celebrating

life and its quirks – even while under the shadow of

mortality, the knowledge that, More...

In case you missed something...

Visit the new Accenti Newsletter Archive!

Poetry

weak cloth 

by Renée Sgroi

we are made of weak cloth 

and barely woven fabric 

sewed, having chosen 

a design because of texture, 

jute or silk  

More...
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